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 This accessible book presents scientific recommendations and documented specifics for the successful
treatment and avoidance of cancer and other health problems, and is a must-read for everybody, from
those searching for a treatment for tumor to those searching for a roadmap to surefire
prevention.Maximize your potential for recovery from malignancy - and learn how to prevent it - with this
down-to-earth, practical guide which has saved and improved lives since its initial publishing in 1992.
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We will post based on the recomendation of my Doc. This book comes highly recomened by my Chiropractor,
who's know for homeopathic meds. to fight cancer. Leave no rock unturned. When it comes to cancer,
there are several successful treatments available, other than chemotherapy, medical procedures, or
radiation. How to boost your immune system and how to prevent it. I am thrilled to read this. 6 first. If
theirs' don't function, the act like there couldn't become any other treatments. There are numerous
natural antioxidants that could be taken, to greatly help fight cancer. (73 and no meds) How to Fight
Cancer and Win This book has some valuable information about techniques for enhancing survival chances
for cancer fighters. Probably the most Excellent Malignancy Books Ever Written Essential book for cancer
recovery. Johanna Budwig, six or seven period Nobel Prize nominee (dependant on what you read; Plenty
details on what cancer (many types) is and why it happens. Has information about Dr. Highly recommend.
Cancer recognition and great info on immune system Have read this publication twice. There is a good
reason why people come down with cancer since your body should be able to fight it off. I today send out
these as gifts to people I care about.this book. I am sorry, nevertheless, you cannot "treat" tumor by
cutting, burning up or poisoning!!! A healthy body will cope with cancer alone in the first place!. It's just that
we never know about it because the body "handles" it. Therefore many close friends have or know
somebody with cancer. It has the best explanation of the Budwig Flax Essential oil diet thatI have

discovered. It has helped oftentimes and Personally, i do the diet every day to stay well. Also, eliminating
sugars as much as possible. However! There are some questionable methods, and alternate treatments
described which might or may not be helpful. Perhaps I have not used a system completely or accurately,
and really should not really speak to the effectiveness of these treatments, but my final response has been
that there are no guarantees, there are treatment centers which may simply be taking the money of
desperate people unable to give them the cure they seek.. Basically, this is not really the final solution,
although there are many helpful ideas If you were recently diagnosed - GET This Book I think this is an
extremely informative book which isn't as intimidating as others I purchased when We was diagnosed. I
bought the Susan Love book which tells your everything - which may be too difficult for most to read. I
liked this reserve because the last thing I required was to ponder over even more fear - which means this
lays items out very well. Fascinating and informative. Nothing worked - went stage 4. I am uncertain of
the precise number). Should be one of the most significant books out there, in my opinion. Now that I am
off remedies, but not in remission, I am acquiring some homeopathic remedies and diet change. Browse
chapters 5 & It is stated we all get cancer at some point or another in our lives. Well well worth the price
of admission. I have already been treated for cancers for three years.. Each person must find the right
help, choose the right treatments, and eventually put their trust in God for the results.. Glad I could still
get Glad I could still get ... This book ought to be required reading for each and every student at Grade 12
and above, and especially all medical students. Right now I am leaning towards the choice treatments in
addition to the medical treatments. This publication tells about a lot of those treatments.-- Think this can
help me. Lot of great info Person We gave it to said this is a good book This is a gift Great book.
Prevention is the key, this publication gives insight to avoid cancer and how to fight it. 6 first Great book.
Read chapters 5 &What really bothers me about the medical occupation is that I have not had advice about
diet plus some of the effective choice treatments. Feel empowered I am almost finished reading. Fails for
everyone Didn't gain. I am reading everything I could on cancer therapies, so I can help my mom. Cancer
treatment Informative book well worth the read for cancer patients or their caregiver. Five Stars Great
read. Four Stars very interesting book
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